. In contrast, abs 14B levels. Furthermore, we find that the Abs protein physiembryos that are shifted to the restrictive temperature cally interacts with insc RNA. Our results demonstrate display severe defects in neuroblast polarity: Mir frea novel role for Abs in the posttranscriptional regulaquently shows uniform cortical distribution or occasiontion of insc expression, which is essential for proper ally accumulates as mispositioned lateral crescents cell polarity, spindle orientation, and the establishment (Figures 1C and 1D) . Furthermore, mitotic spindles occaof distinct sibling cell fates within embryonic neural sionally fail to orient along the apical-basal axis (Figure  and muscle progenitors. 1C, insets). The similarity of these phenotypes and those that were previously reported for mutations affecting to assay Insc protein localization in the abs mutants.
include Miranda (Mir) and Numb (Nb), which were used sophila, both neural and muscle progenitors divide as markers in this study. Their basal localization ensures asymmetrically [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In these cells the Inscuteable their preferential segregation into the basal daughter (Insc) protein complex coordinates cell polarity and cell, called ganglion mother cell (GMC), during neurospindle orientation. Abstrakt (Abs) is a DEAD-box problast division and ensures proper GMC fate specificatein that regulates aspects of cell polarity in oocytes tion [6, 14-16, 26-28]. and embryos [17] . We use a conditional allele of abs To assay abs function, we used a temperature-sensito investigate its role in neural and muscle progenitor tive allele in combination with a small deficiency uncovcell polarity. In neuroblasts we observe loss of apical ering the abs locus (abs
14B
/Df(3R)231-5, hereafter reInsc crescents, failure in basal protein targeting, and ferred to as abs 14B embryos) in which the maternally defects in spindle orientation. In the GMC4-2a cell we contributed Abs protein can be inactivated by a shift to observe loss of apical Insc crescents, defects in basal the restrictive temperature [17] . Wild-type embryos at protein targeting, and equalization of sibling neuron the restrictive temperature and abs 14B embryos at the fates; muscle precursors show a similar equalization permissive temperature showed normal apical (Insc) and of sibling cell fates. These phenotypes resemble those basal (Mir) cortical protein crescents in mitotic neuroof insc mutants; indeed, abs mutants show a striking blasts, as well as normal apicobasal orientation of the loss of Insc protein levels but no change of insc RNA mitotic spindle ( Figures 1A and 1B) . In contrast, abs 14B levels. Furthermore, we find that the Abs protein physiembryos that are shifted to the restrictive temperature cally interacts with insc RNA. Our results demonstrate display severe defects in neuroblast polarity: Mir frea novel role for Abs in the posttranscriptional regulaquently shows uniform cortical distribution or occasiontion of insc expression, which is essential for proper ally accumulates as mispositioned lateral crescents cell polarity, spindle orientation, and the establishment ( Figures 1C and 1D) . Furthermore, mitotic spindles occaof distinct sibling cell fates within embryonic neural sionally fail to orient along the apical-basal axis (Figure  and muscle progenitors. 1C, insets). The similarity of these phenotypes and those that were previously reported for mutations affecting consisting of an RRE-containing sequence fused to the RNA to be tested, in this case insc RNA. We find that min. The levels of Insc protein decreased progressively in abs 14B embryos until they were nearly undetectable insc RNA is clearly able to interact with Abs in this system ( Figure 5 ). Both the full-length RNA and a construct at 60 min, whereas they remained constant or even increased (depending on the age distribution of embryos lacking the 5Ј third of the RNA show an interaction. However, we found that no single fragment of the 3Ј at the beginning of the experiment) in wild-type embryos ( Figure 4B ). Other proteins remain constant, and several part of the RNA was able to interact with Abs. Control RNAs (e.g., bicoid, crb, and sog) did not interact with proteins can be translated de novo at the restrictive temperature, indicating that abs function is not generally Abs in this assay ( Figure 5 and U.I., unpublished data). required for protein synthesis [17] . Together, these data indicate that the most upstream defect associated with For the analysis of GMCs, RP2, and DA1, embryos from various stocks were collected at 1 hr intervals and aged at 25ЊC for a defined period (6.5 hr for 24;14B and yw flies and 7.5 hr for abs 14B flies because the growth rate of the latter was slower). The aged embryos were shifted to 33ЊC for 45 min and incubated at 18ЊC in a moist chamber to allow further development. Embryos were processed when they reached stage14-15 to score for RP2 and DA1. For analysis of Insc and Pon localization in GMC4-2a, embryos were allowed to develop at 25ЊC for 1 hr after the nonpermissive temperature shift before fixation. Higher temperatures could not be used for these 
